
A good climate in your barn is the basis for healthy animals and 
optimal performance. By far the most climate problems in the 
barn are caused by the inlet of the air. During warm days you can 
lower the feeling temperature by means of su�cient air speed 
over your animals (“Wind-Chill E�ect”). With the Scan-Air tunnel 
inlet WVH-V you have the right inlet to guide your animals 
through these warm days.

The tunnel inlet WVH-V is self-opening, and is closed through a 
motor. All �aps are connected to each other, allowing the �aps 
to open and close simultaneously. The inlet is made entirely of 
plastic and stainless steel, which guarantees a long lifetime. For 
every application we can make a suitable tunnel inlet. To reduce 
on transport volume, the inlets can be supplied in separate 
sections.

Made entirely of plastic 
and stainless steel

TUNNEL INLET
WVH-V

Modular system

Flexible dimensions

Perfect air guidance due to 
curved �ap

Insulated �aps

Easy assembly
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Available in separate sections 
(reduction transport volume)



Options WVH-VAbout Scan-Air

WVH-V2

Technical data WVH-V

Type Installation dimensions Net surface
(cm2)

Capacity
(m3/h r)

Pull force
(kg)

Stroke length
(mm)

W H D 10 Pa  20 Pa  30 Pa  

1120 790 100 7668 9600 12650 14550 6 520 
1120 1185 100 11502 14350 19000 21850 9 520 
1120 1580 100 15336 19150 25300 29150 12 520 
1420  790 100 9798 12250 16150 18600 7 520 
1420  1185 100 14697 18350 24250 27900 10 520 

Dimensions custom-made inlets: 

Width: 200-3180mm (each step possible)
Height: 345-545mm (per section, in steps of 25mm) 
Depth: 100-1000mm (in steps of 25mm)

WVH-V2-12650
WVH-V3-19000
WVH-V4-25300
WVH-V2-16150
WVH-V3-24250

1420  1580 100 19596 24500 32350 37250 13 520 WVH-V4-32350

WVH-V3

WVH-V4 Multiple

Separate sections

Scan-Air is a leading manufacturer in the �eld of 

ventilation, daylight, and pop-hole systems. For over 25 

years we are producing high quality products with our 

advanced machinery and our dynamic organization.

Characteristic of Scan-Air’s products is the use of a well 

thought-out building system, which enables us to o�er a 

suitable solution for every application. The use of plastic 

and stainless steel materials guarantees a long lifetime.

Scan-Air o�ers a complete package of ventilation, daylight,

and pop-hole solutions. With our knowledge and expertise

in these �elds, we can design the suitable total concept for

your barn.

For more information, please contact us or our local dealer:
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